
ARE YOU A
SAFETY HERO

OR ZERO?

HERO
Behavior earns

you trust & respect

ZERO
You don't always 
set the example

Not only do you model the
right safety behaviors all the
time, but you recognize and
show you value employees

who do the same.

You break regulatory and
organizational safety policies

and procedures and are
not a positive role model

to others.

HERO
Thorough & shared
root cause analysis

ZERO
You have a

reactionary approach

You use a formalized process for
conducting a detailed root cause

analysis that reviews both processes
and behaviors. Findings are discussed
with workers, and preventive solutions

are implemented.

Prevention is not your
focus. You only participate

in safety audits in response to
an employee injury or
adverse safety event.

HERO
You have an effective

return-to-work program

ZERO
You see workers
as the problem

If an employee is injured, you
proactively provide support so you can
facilitate her return to work. You seek to

learn from employees to know where
the company can be improved. You 

know an effective RTW program
benefits you AND the employee.

When employees are injured, 
you Immediately blame and

punish the employee.
Communication with them is
rare and not done effectively.

You see any incident as a result
of human error alone.

HERO
Safety always 

comes first

ZERO
You put productivity

before safety

Safety is a value that is upheld in the
organization, across all levels in the
company. You never compromise

safety for productivity, schedules, or
potential cost savings.

The primary focus is on productivity
and reducing costs. Safety is not a

strategic priority, and employees are
rewarded for taking shortcuts to

meet production goals.

HERO
You know the ROI

in safety investments

ZERO
You see safety

as a cost

You provide ongoing financial
support for the development of safety

policies, programs, and processes. You
invest in systems to continually
improve the safety climate and

culture of the company.

You don't fully understand investing
in safety. You don't invest

in program development or provide
adequate resources to conduct

work safely.

HERO
Safety is a part of 

your DNA

ZERO
Safety is just

about compliance

Safety is formally and
informally integrated into all

policies and procedures.

Safety is not a true company value. It is
not  valued or enforced when

management, OSHA, or safety
professionals are not present.

HERO
Leading indicators
help you see high-

risk areas

ZERO
Lagging indicators are

relied on

Leading indicators are regularly assessed
and acted upon, helping you improve

safety and show ROI. You are equipped
to quickly take action to reduce or avoid

future incidents or accidents.

Safety indicators are focused
solely on lagging indicators (e.g.,
TCIR, EMR). Sometimes, not even
lagging indicators are examined.  

 

HERO
Safety feedback is

the norm

ZERO
Safety is not a part of

worker evaluation

Safety metrics are included
in  performance appraisal processes
to evaluate and reward employees.

Data is used to identify development
and training opportunities.

Safety metrics are not a part of
employee feedback sessions. Generally,

no one seeks to reward or reinforce
behaviors related to safety or to

preventative actions.

HERO
You solicit employee

input on safety

ZERO
You just want workers to

get the job done

You actively seek and encourage
employee input on all things related

to safety and health. You strive to solve
problems and address any issues or

hazards identified by workers.

You do not make it easy or simple for
workers to provide feedback or input.

Input on conditions and hazard
reduction is not solicited or

encouraged. Your mindset to
workers is clear and that's to just “get

the job done.”

HERO
You have a system to

encourage worker
input  in safety

ZERO
You don't include workers in

safety discussions

Employees feel comfortable in giving
feedback. You continually encourage

employees and reward them for
raising safety concerns or issues. 

You make it easy and simple for them
to give their input. You let them

know how their concerns or issues
were addressed.

Employees avoid reporting hazards  or
safety-related concerns. Even if they

wanted to, there is no clear path or way for
them to report safety feedback. You aren’t
interested and rarely involve workers in any

kind of safety discussions. Supervisors
don’t share crew’s concerns with

top management so it can be acted upon.

Are you a Safety Hero? Or do you have room to grow?

HOW DID YOU RATE?

iReportSource allows you to understand your existing safety culture and reinforce the

positive aspects, bit by bit, so you can improve the entire employee experience.

iReport also provides a way for team members to provide their perspective on safety. 

 

You can even track incidents from entry

to closure—and capture details

along the way to uncover the root cause.

Become more safe, save time, save money, and save lives with iReportSource.

Become a Safety Hero with iReportSource

 
 
Learn more today at ireportsource.com


